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Introduction 
Cognitive control, defined as the ability to perform a task specific action, is modulated by 
emotional stimuli. The emotional Go/Nogo task may be used to study how emotional stimuli 
affects our ability to regulate responses measured by Go reaction time (RT) and to 
discriminate between stimuli measured by the sensitivity measure d´prime (d´)1,2. These 
measures continue improving during childhood and adolescence. Simultaneously, white 
matter tracts within the emotional network exhibit protracted maturation continuing into early 
adulthood reflected by an increase in fractional anisotropy (FA)3. Recently we reported that 
higher neuroticism (negative emotionality) scores was linked to left-right FA asymmetry of the 
cingulum and ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) white matter, and that this effect was 
opposite in boys and girls4. Here we tested the hypotheses that d´ and Go RT to negative 
emotional faces in an emotional Go/NoGo task would be associated with left-right FA 
asymmetry in the cingulum, uncinate fasciculus (UF) and vmPFC white matter. 
 
Methods 
Sixty-three typically-developing children (28 M) aged 10-15 years were included. Participants 
completed an emotional Go/Nogo task (Fig. 1). Mean Go RT and d' values were estimated for 
negative (angry, fearful, sad) Go conditions and for neutral Go with negative Nogo conditions. 
Diffusion-weighted images were acquired on a 3T MR-scanner (61 directions, b=1200 s/mm2, 
10 b=0 images). TBSS5 was used for spatial normalization and to project subjects' FA data 
onto a mean tract skeleton. Mean FA were extracted from regions-of-interest (ROIs) in left 
and right UF, cingulum, and white matter underlying vmPFC. Percentage asymmetry in FA 
between the left and right ROIs was calculated: ((2*(L-R))/(L+R))*100. Hierarchical regression 
models predicting Go RT or d´ from negative Go conditions were used to test our a priori 
hypotheses. 
 
Results 
Plots of the mean Go RT and d' are presented in Fig. 2. Results for the a priori hypotheses 
are presented in Table 1 and 2. As hypothesized, FA asymmetry in the three ROIs contributed 
significantly to d', adjusted for age, sex, and age by sex (Table 1, model 2). FA asymmetry in 
the cingulum and vmPFC ROIs, but not UF, were significantly correlated with d'. No significant 
ROI FA asymmetry by sex interaction effects were observed (Table 1, model 3). The 
associations between d' and FA asymmetry in the cingulum and vmPFC ROIs remained 
significant with neuroticism added to the model (Table 3, model 1). However, when including 
d' for neutral conditions only vmPFC FA asymmetry remained significant (Table 3, model 2). 
When testing our a priori hypothesis for Go RT, no significant effects of ROI FA asymmetry, 
adjusted for age, sex and age by sex, were observed (Table 2, model 2). However, a 
significant increase in R2 was observed when adding ROI FA asymmetry by sex interactions 



  

 

to the model (Table 2, model 3), with all ROI by sex interactions being correlated with Go RT 
(trend for cingulum). Follow-up analyses of boys and girls separately revealed a significant 
effect only in boys with higher left than right ROI FA being associated with faster Go RT to 
negative faces (Table 4). The latter remained significant when controlling for neuroticism and 
Go RT of neutral conditions. 
 
Conclusions 
Higher d' (better discrimination) was linked to higher left relative to right FA in the vmPFC 
white matter. Faster Go RT to negative emotional faces was linked to higher left relative to 
right ROI FA in boys, but not in girls. The observed d' and Go RT effects persisted with 
neuroticism in the model, which previously have been associated with FA asymmetry in these 
ROIs, indicating that the effects were not driven by individual differences in negative 
emotionality. The effects also persisted when controlling for d' or Go RT on neutral conditions, 
suggesting that the effects are not due to general difference in Go RT or d' per se, but may be 
linked to the emotional valence of the stimuli. 
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